
faith by insisting that mystery and absurdity are vastly different. One may believe a mystery and maintain a state of reasonableness, he says, but an absurdity cannot be accepted. I am not convinced that th¢ line of demarcation betw4en, a mystery md an absurditY f! clear, nor does the acceptance of a mystery appear categorically different from a'leap'. 
The criticisms are minor. Commendation needs to be foremost. This book deserves a wide readership among. pastors and scholars. Guinness has,' confronted and answered many issues concerning the dilemma of doubt. 

Mark P. Branson (The reviewer is TSF Secretary for the USA and Canada.) 

Clark H. Pinnock, ed., Grace unlimited (Minneapolis: Bethan. . y Fellowship, 1975), 264 PP .. $4.95. , 
• ~ 
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The purpose of this symposium is to provide a scholarly exposition of what the contributors hold to be it biblical position. in the debate between Calvinistic and Apnjnian eY4DaelicaIism. luse all 'three' teirtlSadvisedly: each esSay is consciously written against Catvini~m" often eXplicitly ~l1ed.. that; ea.ch..essa. . y. s. up. ports .. one van .. et1 or an." othe. t. of th~ WesleY~Arminiatl traditiqn;,. an4; tlle. ,boQk bas ~ wntferi bYIWangelicals; fOrevanpUChls:" , " . ~ Mter an introduction by the editor, who. teaches at Re~11,t"CoU~,Yernon C; GrOlinds . writes the first ~hapter; 'God s'Universal SaJvific Grace~. He argues tbat graceisuniversal, bU!J halting at uhiversalism. concludes that grace 'depends Ibr its actualization on a believing response'. In the second chapter, Donald M. Lak~ under the title, 'He Died fot All: The Universal Dimensions of tpc Atonement', argues that Christ has paid for every man's sUlS by his atonement., Therefore nO-One is condemned becaUse of ni$sins, but onl, (or the individual' sin of rejecting the Lord Jesus Christ as Saviour. or course, to discuss the extent (thoughtful Calvinists might well prefer 'intent') of the atonement raises the question of election. Jack W. Cottrell discusses this in chapter three; and his well-mown view is adequately summed up by the title, 'Conditional Election'. William 0." MacDonald and€Jark ~ ~nock.follow that up with two chapters which stress. ID dIfferent ways, the pc;rsonho04 ,of Ood: the fonner is pritrtarilyconcetned with the significiinceof the coming of the Spirit into an individual, and the. latter will{ the ~~oo<.Qf.t:C3PPn.sW" fr*Qmin.the flow ofbfbtrcat rustotj.'David-J. A. Clines and I. Howard Marshall survey predestination in the 014 and New Te$~ts respectively; arul then Grant R. Osborne writes two chapters. the first dealing witJ~ 'Soteriology in the Epistle to the Hebrews'. an4Jhe second. providing.' some 'Exegetical Notes on Calvinis~ Te'lt&'. The tenth chapteris an attempt by James D. Strauss to. deal with Romans 9. The final three chapters (11-:--13), written by A. SkevinatoaW01,)d, Dona.kl.M. W~ allfHames '0.: Strauss, deal respectively with aspects of the theology of John Wesley, Jacob Arminius, and 10nath4m Edwards. 
This book will be widely read andinftuential. It presents much thoughtful material in an informed way. However, restricting my comments to the first ten chapters, I think that several criticisms should be raised. First, the fact that the symposium is out to present a particular viewpoint has meant that some of the essays are very slanted .. Of course, there is a place. for .stconglyheld positions. andpowcrfully worded deb~. But this means scoring points without ever convincing thoughtful op~ panents. The reader does not sense~ in most of these essays, an effort to, be.as careful and. as scrupulously open to the force of opposing arguments as one mi!ht wish. That is not necessarily a fault, but it does describe the book as it IS. The essay by Clark Pinnock himself, for instance, is no 
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doubt accurate in what it describes of human responsibility in the ebb and flow of biblical history; but its conclusions may be premature. Methodologically it is similar to,O- HJ Clark'sBihlictdpredtsti1tiJtlolt.; even if the conclusions are radically different: Clark begins with aU the passages that support divine sovereignty, constructs his system. and filters other evidence through the system; while Pinnock begins by describing the give and take of biblical history, erectscertainpropOSitions,and then filters other evidenco through his newly established network. Second,. whereas the contributors demonstrate that Reformed theologians are frequently guilty of explaining away various. texts,. I cannot avoid the conclusion that the same procedure is utilized by the contributors themsetves. especially when thq try. todeat with etectiorr. 'It takes an exegetical ingenuity which is something other than a learned virtuosity to evacuate these texts of their obvious meaning: one contributorwrit~ referrinl to Reformed attempts to deal witb such passages as. John 3: 16; 2 Peter 3: 9; 1 John 2: 2. But perhaps I may be pardoned for detecting the same ingenuity when Jack Cottrell dealS with Ephesians 1: 2ff., or James Strauss wrestles with Romans 9. Does electionreaUy refer to God's purposes for those who. have become,,~lievets,by.tbeir,o.WO! volition'! Do Ephesians E5: and John 6: 37 actually say that? If men are condemned ani}, for the single sin of rejecting'Jes~ why the lengthy Pauline lists of sins which e'lcJude a man from the kingdom? ; . ." c, .' " ' /' ' ~d',. Kar,I ~h'$. view of election is really riot d~ fenslble, desp~te Its popularity. Barth holds that Ephesiam 1 • .4 it th" tiehtel' of the bibli¢al presentation of election t God has chosettus in Christ before the foundation of thO world. Beca~ Christ is both God and man, he is: siilluf .. taneously the· subject and the object, of election. The election is self~lection, self~etermination, 'on the part of God: God has chosen for merr. AU men are chosel'l in Christ, and therefore tremendous issueshinge<Otl· their beliet This 'eithernieans absolute universalism; or· the hesitant admission that soine may opt out. By way of rebuttal, I 110tefirst of all that the ·us· of Ephesians 1: 4 refers to believers,not to all men: c.f. 1: 1; 2! 3fr.; 4: 1, 17. Nor does the~ Testament COttcelve ofjudgment only in the way of which Barth writes: over and above the judgment which Christ teceived there is the judgment of all individuals not.in' Christ. Forcfurtherq;iticism, cf. Ie Srondahl. The root of the vine, pp. 67ff.; G. C. Berlwuwer, Divine election, pp. 154-162. The authors in this symposium do not espouse Barth's view., bu.t. at least two argue that his approach is a viable alternative to tcaditionalReformed strIlCtl1reS:~. ~. ":-:~ . . .' . Fourth, the. repeated claim that grace is not wea~~ by . thtr Arminian' 'position' Will' notstarid cfdsescrtitihY. Donald Lake offefi us the model of a judgewhO'condetnJ:1S' a man, and offers him a pardon. The man must accept it; but, Lake argues, accepting it can scarcelybethousht of as meritorious' work; a work which maKes the man d~rving of salvation .. ·C~vin. an~I1~er.9UYi$~',p. wntes,. 'nov«,·secm fo boabIe to see thiS fundamental distinction unfortuIiately!, But. his model, to be preci&e, needs to pictqr~ t.h~judge. offering pardon to allpeople~all of who~~ &W}tY~.lJuttQt;tly ~me of whom accept the . proffered pardon. These may then legitimately boast that the only distinction be~ween themselves and their C()n" demned p¢ers is that they accepted the pardon. This mayor may not be an accurate reflection of the biblical pattern; but it certainly affects the concept of grace, for it is a legitimate boast. 
Fifth, several of the writers are more aware of the weakness in the logic of their Reformed brothers than in their own. It is true that distinctions between God's prescriptive .willand God'S' deq'~ will are dangerous. because it appears that God is playing games. But distinctions between God's prescriptive will· and his permissive will, favoured' by Anninians, are no less dangerous. If a sovereign God permits. something evil 
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which his foreknowledge tells him will come to pass, how 
does this permission differ from decree? If the answer is 
in terms of preserving the freedom of his creatures so that 
their Jove for him may be genuine, then how will God's 
people be infallibly preserved in the new heavens and the 
new earth? Will they be able to sin there? The Scriptures 
seem to answer negatively. But if men are preserved there, 
is their freedom so eliminated that they do not really love 
God? And if instead they are preserved, and the genuine
ness of their love is also preserved, then why could not 
God have established the universe like that in the first 
place? I ask these questions, not because I have easy 
answerS, but simply to demonstrate that rigorous cross
examination makes some of the contributors appear less 
convincing. Alot of old ground is churned up in this book, 
but it will not be clear to all readers that new (or true!) 
solutions are being propounded. 

Sixth, I confess to disappointment that no attempt was 
made to survey the intertestamental literature. My own 
study has prompted me to arrive at conclusions which 
initially surprised me (and which I hope to publish in due 
course). In general, God becomes increasingly sovereign 
and transcendent, but at the expense of full-orbed per
sonality. Nevertheless, with the exception of the Dead Sea 
covenanters, there is a tendency toward merit theology and 
a formulated doctrine of free will. I am persuaded that this 
observation is important, and that at least some of the 
New Testament is reacting against this strange mixture. 

Having said so many negative things, I nevertheless 
welcome this book. I learned much by it, and was refreshed 
by the emphasis on God's personality defended in particu
lar by MacDonald and Pinnock. Certainly decretal 
theology has become too rigid and scholastic in many 
quarters. And, of course, not all of my criticisms apply to 
each author. I think the best three essays, in terms of 
precision, are those by Clines, Marshall, and the first essay 
by Osborne, even if I cannot share all their conclusions. 
And I am sure that Marshall is right when he insists that 
at least part of the problem in trying to understand the 
relation between divine sovereignty and human responsi
bility is traceable to the limitations of human language and 
comprehension When it comes to describing a personal, 
infinite, transcendent God. 

D. A. Carson 
(D. A. Carson lectures at Northern Baptist Theological 
College, Vancouver.) 

StanleyN! Gl).ndry and Alan F. Johnson, eds., Tensions 
in contemporary theology (Chicago: Moody Press, 
1976), 366 pp. $8.95. 

Tensions in contemporary theology is quite likely to become 
a standard work in evangelical colleges and seminaries. 
After surveying the backgrounds of contemporary theology 
in the nineteenth and earlier parts of the twentieth century, 
the authors present expositions and evangelical evaluations 
of major theological developments in the sixties and 
seventies: secular theologies, the theology of hope, process 
theology, and recent Roman Catholic theology. A conclud
ing chapter presents evangelical theological options for the 
future. The authors and titles of the chapters in this 
collection are as follows: Bernard Ramm, 'The fortunes of 
theology from Schleiermacher to Barth and Bultmann'; 
Vernon Grounds, 'Pacesetters for the radical theologians 
of the sixties and seventies'; Stanley Obitts, 'The meaning 
and use of religious language'; Harold B. Kuhn, 'Secular 
theology'; David P. Scaer, 'Theology of hope'; Norman 
Geisler, 'Process theology'; David F. Wells, 'Recent 
Roman Catholic theology'; and Harold O. 1. Brown, 'The 
conservative option'. The quality of analysis in the various 

essays is uniformly good, and consequently, Tensions in 
contemporary theology represents a valuable addition to 
such widely used works as Bernard Ramm's Handbook of 
contemporary theology and Creative minds in contemporary 
theology, edited by Philip Hughes, which do not deal with 
the more recent theological developments of the late 
sixties and seventies. . 

As must inevitably be the case for any work attempting 
to cover such a vast range of material in a single volume, 
there are some limitations. Ramm's survey of the nine
teenth century backgrounds is concise, accurate, and very 
helpful, but one might have wished for a more expanded 
treatment of Kant, given the magnitude of his influence on 
the development of later theology. The one .paragraph 
devoted to Kant does not adequately specify the impact of 
Kant's strictures on human reason's ability to conceptua
lize the reality of God. Grounds' treatment of Bulhnann, 
Teilhard de Chardin, Bonhoeffer and Tillich is generally 
illuminating, but the critique of Bultmann is a bit brief, 
and the analysis of Teilhard seems a bit too dependent on 
secondary sources. With regard to Tillich's christology, in 
my judgment the real weakness is not so much adoptionism 
as the docetic tendencies in Tillich's doctrine. 

In the main, the primary limitations of this volume are 
not those of commission, but rather of omission. His 
rather surprising to find no direct discussion of liberation 
and black· theologies in this collection, given their pro
minence in recent years. These theologies represent a 
healthy challenge to the sociological provincialism that has 
characterized much conservative theology in the past. The 
volume would also have been strengthened by including 
discussions of the new hermeneutic and developments in 
the post-Bultmannian school. Nevertheless, Tensions in 
contemporary tfteology represents a valuable addition to 
contemporary evangelical literature, and is to . be com
mended to students, pastors, teachers, and laymen alike. 

John Jefferson Davis 

gohn Jefferson Davis is Assistant Professor of Theology at 
ordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, Massachusetts, 

USA.) 

Stephen Neill, Salvation tomorrow (Nashville, Tenn.: 
Abingdon, 1976; Guildford (UK): Lutterworth, 1977), 
150 pp. $3.95 or £1.75. 

Under the somewhat ambiguous title Salvation tomorrow 
Stephen Neill traces the history of the modern ecumenical 
movement from its inception at Edinburgh in 1910, 
analyzes its present internal dissensions, and makes a few 
modest projections about its future course. Few men are as 
qualified as he for such a task. Originally a missionary in 
South India, he has served as an Associate General 
Secretary of the World Council of Churches, lectured in the 
Department of Religion and Philosophy at the University 
of Nairobi and written many important books on the 
church's world-wide mission. 

Most of the material in this volume was originally a part 
of the Chavasse lectures given at Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, 
and was subsequently expanded by insights and discussions 
from world Christian gatherings over the last several years 
-at Bangkok, Lausanne, and Nairobi. 

Describing the ~riodfrom 1910 to 1970 as a 'century of 
achievement', Nelli optimistically surveys the progress the 
Christian faith has made in each area of the world. Not 
unmindful of the mistakes of the past, he refers to the 
churches of the western world today as 'penitent churches', 
deeply regretting and seeking to overcome their material
ism, paternalism, disunity, insensitivity to needs of others, 
and lack of prophetic spirit. 
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